
Marion Cage’s newest collection of “jewelry for furniture” debuts at ICFF
The rigor of architecture and the opulence of jewelry meet in the designer’s 

newest collection of fine cabinetry hardware   Booth 2550

(New Orleans, May 4, 2015--)  Architect and jewelry 
designer, Marion Cage McCollam, principal of New 
Orleans-based design studio, Marion Cage, launches 
her newest collection of fine cabinetry hardware later 
this month at ICFF, booth 2550.

The collection started at a much smaller scale as 
jewelry, inspired in part by the geometries McCollam 
was first introduced to while working in the office of 
the late Zaha Hadid, whose sudden and tragic passing 
moved McCollam to name the collection “Peak”, in 
honor of Hadid’s groundbreaking design for the Peak 
Athletic Club in Hong Kong.  McCollam’s use of 3-D 
modeling software enabled her to scale, modify and 
adapt her jewelry designs into a collection cabinet pulls 
and knobs.

Peak simultaneously evokes the faceted forms of 
jewelry and the clean lines of architecture.  Consisting 
of six styles, each piece is made to order – hand 
cast and finished to exacting detail and offered in a 
stunning array of metals and finishes.  The designer’s 
eye for and attention to detail is particularly evident in 
the subtle mix of finishes used throughout.

McCollam’s holistic approach toward design, another 
thing for which she credits Hadid’s influence, often 
allows for concepts and designs migrate across 
disciplines.  Her work as a jewelry designer is widely 
appreciated for its architectural sensibility, so it was 
only natural for her jewelry designs to find their way 
into her cabinetry hardware.

Elongated Shard pull 1 & 2 – Designed to 
be paired or subtly mis-matched.  Available 
in brass or bronze and in a variety of 
finishes. Shown in polished bronze.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 



Ingot knob – Designed to be paired.  
Available in two sizes, in brass or 
bronze and in a variety of finishes. 
Shown in satin nickel.

Hedron pull – Designed for multiple orientations.  
Available in brass or bronze and in a variety of finishes.  
Shown in satin bronze.

Trace pendant pull – 
Available in brass or 

bronze and in a variety of 
finishes. Shown in

polished black nickel.

AVAILABILITY 

Marion Cage Hardware is produced in limited editions and customized for each client, can also be designed from the ground up and is 
available through design professionals.

Reader info: www.marioncage.com

Press info: info@marioncage.com 

Small shard pull – 
Available in brass or 
bronze and in a variety 
of finishes. Shown in 
satin bronze.


